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Introduction 

Most of the carbon dioxide added to the atmosphere by human activities comes 

from burning fossil fuels Only about half the CO2 we release into the atmosphere 

remains there, however, and the fate of the CO2 that does not remain in the atmosphere is 

uncertain As carbon dioxidecomes in contact with the sea surface it may be absorbed 

into the ocean, and as it comes in contact with the leaves of plants it may be absorbed and 

transformed into plant tissue, but the rates at which the sea or land plants can absorb 

CO2 are poorly characterized Hence, there is a great deal of uncertainty as to how much 

of the CO2 we release today will be found in the ocean, or in land plants, or in the 

atmosphere 10, 20 or 100 years from now The nanowing of these uncertainties is 

essential to making reliable predictions of the climate consequences of fossil fuel burning 

and deforestation 

To narrow these uncertainties, we have developed one of the most sophisticated 

carbon cycle models in the world This model considers transport of CO2 in the 

atmosphere, the consumption and respiration of CO2 by terrestrial ecosystems, and the 

absorption and emission of CO2 by the oceans Our model incorporates arguably the 

most detailed treatment of carbon-isotopes found in a global carbon-cycle model This is 

particularly important because carbon-isotope data, generated by LLNLs Center for 

Accelerator Mass Spectrometry facility and at other sites, typically provides the critical 

tests needed to build confidence in our model’s predictive capability Our simulations of 



changes in carbon storage over the past two centuries using this model (Figure 1) are 

consistent with our understanding of the history of deforestation, and with observed 

changes in oceanic carbon-isotope ratios. 

Carbon fluxes between the atmosphere, fossil fuel reserves, 
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Figure 1, Simulated historical carbon fluxes using the LLNL model developed under this 
LDFUI Strategic Initiative. 

The oceanic portion of our carbon cycle model incorporates models of ocean 

circulation, chemistry, isotopic processes, and biology. We use a state-of-the-art ocean 

general circulation model with a dynamic/thermodynamic sea-ice model, running on 

massively parallel computers. Our model incorporates all leading physics enhancements 

into our model, including our own improvements to ocean model physics. The ocean 

circulationmodel is used to transport dissolved carbon dioxide, and other chemicals that 

impact the carbon cycle, through the simulated seas. Biological and chemical processes 

also impact the distribution of carbon dioxide in the oceans We have developed our own 



ocean biogeochemistry and isotope fractionation models, incorporating the most recent 

research results This model is distinguished by its detailed treatment of isotopic 

processes, and, to our knowledge, is the first completed ocean biogeochemistry model 

implemented in a Bryan-Cox-derived ocean general circulation model We have used this 

model to simulate oceanic absorption of carbon for the past few centuries Our ocean 

modeling work has been highly regarded, and we have published influential papers on 

several topics including the global distributions of natural and bomb-produced radiocarbon 

(See Appendix) 

LandCarbon-Cycle Modeling 

The terrestrial ecosystem portion of our carbon cycle model is based on a detailed 

model of terrestrial ecosystem functioning This model, which has been widely published, 

is based on detailed simulation of biochemical processes that occur during 

photosynthesis It has successfully simulated carbon fluxes at specific sites at which 

detailed measurements have been made, and as a consequence is probably the most highly 

regarded model of carbon fluxes for application to forested ecosystems The fact that this 

model is physically based, and has been well-tested at a number of specific sites lends 

confidence to its application on a global scale Indeed, when CO2 fluxes from an early 

version of our land-surface model were transported through the atmosphere with an 

atmospheric transport model (see below), the observed seasonal and latidudinal 

distribution of CO2 in the atmosphere were well simulated 

We developed and tested several terrestrial carbon cycle models, included a 

gridded (latitude-longitude) model, and amodel based on broad geographical regions and 

biome times This latter model is based on nine geographical regions, corresponding in 

part to continents, it aggregates Earth’s land area into 17 biomes for simulating land 

biomass production The model begins in the year 501 B C and is incremented year-by- 

year to present Input in each cycle includes annual atmospheric CO2 concentration, 

rates of land-use change (e g , conversion of deciduous forest to cropland), rates of both 

natural and human-caused biome burning, rates of fuel wood burning, I ates of logging for 



paper and other wood products, and rates of land clearing for shifting cultivation (i e , 

slash and burn agriculture) STB simulates annual net primary production (i e , the balance 

of plant photosynthesis and plant respiration) in each biome, based in part on 

atmospheric CO2 level Simulation of plant growth by increasing atmospheric CO:! is 

positively related to growing season temperature, based on a biochemical model of 

photosynthesis Net primary production is partitioned among plant leaves, roots, and 

stems, all of which have biome-specific longevities Dead plant parts are allocated, with 

biome-specific coefficients, among three soil carbon pools with differing rates of turnover 

It is noteworthy that charcoal is a product of fire in the model (CO2 is another) because 

charcoal formation results in long-term storage of carbon on land 

Global Ca? bow-C)cleModeling 

We have performed important simulations of atmospheric transport of carbon, 

and have verified our calculations by comparing them with observations We used our 

land carbon cycle model, and our modeled air-sea carbon fluxes, to provide fluxes to one 

of our atmospheric transport models These models simulate the observed seasonal cycle 

quite well, and indicate the predictive capability of our models on seasonal-time scales 











Lawrence Livermore has developed one the most advanced and well-tested model 

of the global carbon cycle in the world We have done this, in part, because it is critical 

that the US Department of Energy have a group that understands the global carbon cycle 

and its uncertainties, and who have the capability to predict the consequences to the 

carbon cycle of various energy policy alternatives 


